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Abstract. Scale spaces allow us to organize, compare and analyse diﬀerently sized structures
of an object. In this work, we present and compare ﬁve ways of discretizing the Gaussian
scale-space: sampling Gaussian distributions; recursively calculating Gaussian approximations; using Splines; approximating by ﬁrst-order generators; and ﬁnally, by a new method
we call “Crossed Convolutions”.
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1. Introduction
The concept of scale is intrinsic to the observation of any physical object.
In order to obtain information or features from an object, we must use an
appropriate scale where such information is easily observable.
If we want a generic system that does not know a priori the desired scale for
extracting information from an object (or sequence of images), then it might be
necessary to create a representation of such an object in several scales. Some
desirable properties for a multi-scale representation are:
− Isotropy or rotation invariance: there are no preferred directions.
− Homogeneity or translation invariance: there are no preferred locations.
− Causality: no structure is created when the scale increases.
Note that these properties (specially the invariance by translations) imply
that the size of the support of an object can’t change with scale. In particular,
the scale space of an image will be a sequence of images, all of the same size of
the original image. When the scale increases, the images get more blurred, as
if we were watching the images from a larger distance, but the support’s size
is kept ﬁxed. The blurring is a direct consequence of the causality principle.
2. Gaussian Scale-Spaces
Definition 1 Let f : Rn → R. The Gaussian scale-space of f is the
function L : Rn × R+ → R given by L(x, t) = f ∗ Gt (x), where L(x, 0) = f (x),
2
2
1
Gt (x) = 1 n2 e− 4t (x1 +...+xn ) is the n-dimensional Gaussian distribution with
(4πt)
√
variance 2t (standard deviation σ = 2t) and x = (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ) ∈ Rn . The
parameter t is named scale.
The Gaussian scale-space has several interesting properties, most of them
inherited from the Gaussian function. Let’s list them brieﬂy.
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2.1. Properties
Linearity and Translation Invariance:
Since we deﬁned the Gaussian
scale-space from a convolution, its dependence on f is necessarily linear and
translation invariant.
Isotropy:
Since the n-dimensional Gaussian is rotationally invariant or
isotropic so is the Gaussian scale-space.
Semigroup:
The Gaussian kernels Gt have a semigroup property, that is,
Gt1 +t2 = Gt1 ∗ Gt2 for any t1 and t2 ∈ R+ . Therefore, L(x, t1 + t2 ) = L(x, t1 ) ∗
Gt2 (x), indicating scale homogeneity, that is, all scales of L are treated in the
same way.
Causality: One way of deﬁning causality is to use a maximum principle:
broadly speaking, the value of a local maximum (for ﬁxed t) of L(·, t) does not
increase as the scale t increases, and the value of a local minimum of L (·, t)
does not decrease as the scale t increases. With such deﬁnition, the Gaussian
scale-space is indeed causal.
Heat Equation: The Gaussian scale-space L(x, t) = f ∗ Gt (x) is the solution of the following partial diﬀerential equation, known as the Heat Equation

L(x, 0) = f (x)
∂L(x,t)
= ∇2 L(x, t)
∂t
where the Laplacian on the right side is taken only with respect to the x
variables (x ∈ Rn ).
Uniqueness: The Gaussian scale-space is the only non-trivial space that is
linear, isotropic, invariant by translations and satisﬁes the maximum principle
stated above. For a proof, see [2].
3. Discretization via Convolution
How to discretize the Gaussian scale-space and keep the properties we
listed in the previous section? As a ﬁrst approach, we could deﬁne a discrete
scale-space of a signal by applying any family of ﬁlters to it.
Definition 2 Let gt be a family of discrete filter kernels (with g0 [n] = δ [n] =
δ0n , the discrete Dirac function). The discrete scale-space (according to gt )
of a discrete signal f : Z → R is the function L : Z × R+ → R given by
L [n, t] = f ∗ gt [n]
Note that L [n, 0] = f [n] .
The deﬁnition for multidimensional signals is similar.
Of course, this has the potential to be useless if the family gt is not at
least continuous on t, not to mention that we would like gt to have something
to do with the non-discrete Gaussian function! In this section, we present 3
alternatives for the construction of the family gt , all of them trying to represent
Gaussian scale-spaces.
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3.1. Sampled Gaussian
Maybe the most straightforward solution to discretize the Gaussian scalespace is to take the family gt from a direct uniform sampling of the Gaussian
function. For example, in the unidimensional case, we could just calculate the
value of the Gaussian function at the integers
1 − n2
e 4t
gt [n] = √
4πt
For implementation purposes, since this function has inﬁnite support, we
might have to decide on a cut-oﬀ point for n. It is customary to take this
cut-oﬀ point at 3 or 4 standard deviations from the mean, that is, to take

√
√
n2
√C e− 4t , for |n| < 4 σ = 4 2t
4πt
gt [n] =
0, otherwise
where the constant C is taken to make gt normalized, that is, such that
∞


gt [n] = 1

n=−∞

This renormalization is specially relevant for small values of t, when the ﬁlter
has small support.
Now we can deﬁne the scale-space of a 1D signal f as in the previous section1
Lt [n] = f [n] ∗ gt [n]
where gt [·] is deﬁned as above. Unfortunately, such scale-space does not have
the semi-group nor the causality property.
3.2. Recursive Gaussian (Deriche)
Note that the calculation of the sampled Gaussian scale-space is very
costly, specially when its variance is big, due to the computation of the convolutions involved. Deriche [4] shows how to approximate the sampled Gaussian
kernel by a recursive kernel (that is, one whose convolution can be quickly
calculated via recursive relations), namely,



2
1
x
x 
x
+ 3.735 sin 0.6318
−
e− 2σ2 x ≈ e−1.783 σ 1.68 cos 0.6318
σ 
σ 



x
x
x
+ 0.2598 sin 1.997
= g2t (x)
e−1.723 σ 0.6803 cos 1.997
σ
σ
where σ 2 = 2t.
More explicitly, let x : {0, 1, ..., N } → R and consider the kernel g2t [n] given
by the sampling of the function above. The discrete convolution y = x ∗ g2t [n]
1 From here on, we slightly change the notation putting the variable t on L [n, t] as a
subscript.
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can be computed using the following recursive relations:
+
+
+
y + [n] = n+
00 x [n] + n11 x [n − 1] + n22 x [n − 2] + n33 x [n − 3]

(1)

y − [n] =

(2)

+ +
+ +
+ +
+
−d+
11 y [n − 1] − d22 y [n − 2] − d33 y [n − 3] − d44 y [n − 4]
−
−
−
n−
11 x [n + 1] + n22 x [n + 2] + n33 x [n + 3] + n44 x [n + 4]
− −
− −
− −
−
−d11 y [n + 1] − d22 y [n + 2] − d33 y [n + 3] − d−
44 y [n + 4]
+
−

y [n] = y [n] + y [n]

(3)

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
where n+
00 , n11 , n22 , n33 , d11 , d22 , d33 , d44 , n11 , n22 , n33 , n44 , d11 , d22 , d33 and d44
are constants that can be quickly calculated depending only on the particular
+
−7.012/σ
σ chosen – for example, n+
. For all other
00 = 2.3603 and d44 = e
expressions, see [4].
Note that y + (from formula 1) can be calculated recursively from left to
right (n = 0, 1, ..., N ), while y − (formula 2) can be computed from right to left
(n = N, N − 1 · · · , 0). In order to compute each element of y [n], we need 15
additions and 16 multiplications, independent of σ, what makes this method
very eﬃcient computationally.
One remaining diﬃculty is: how to initialize the method? For example,
how to choose y + [−1], y + [−2], y + [−3] and y + [−4] for the ﬁrst left-to-right
iteration, and the corresponding x [−1] , x [−2] , x [−3] , x [−4]? We discuss this
implementation detail a bit more carefully in [1].
Similarly to the 1D case, we extend this recursive scale-space to the multidimensional case using tensor products.

3.3. Splines
We could also use splines to construct a discrete scale-space. We will brieﬂy
describe this possibility in this subsection. For more details on this possibility
(including the formulas we present below), see [1], [5] or [6].
Since B-splines are very similar in shape to Gaussian functions2 , one could
use them to construct a scale-space. Besides, B-splines have the advantage of
having ﬁnite support.
Definition 3 A (non-discrete) spline scale-space of order n2 of a function f
is defined by
L (x, t) = f (x) ∗ βtn2 (x)
where βtn2 is a B-spline of order n2 rescaled by a factor of t, that is,
βtn (x) =

1 n x
β ( )
t
t

Sometimes, the function f is given (or is approximately decomposed) in a
basis formed by translated B-Splines of some determined order n1 :

c[k]β n1 (x − k)
f (x) =
k∈Z
2 It is worth to point out that this would be true for almost any chosen β 0 ; this is just
one of the simplest choices.
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∗
1
In this case, if x = k ∈ Z and t = m
m2 ∈ Q+ (with m1 , m2 ∈ N ), we can
compute L (x, t) exactly using (see appendix A of [6])


n1
n2
∗ Bm
∗ c↑m2
[k]
(4)
Lt [k] = m2 bn1 +n2 +1 ∗ Bm
2
1
↓m2

where the arrows represent upsampling and downsampling of a signal, bn is
n
the integer sampling of the B-spline of order n and Bm
is a discrete spline of
order n dilated by a factor of m.
For comparison purposes, we consider n1 = n2 = 3 (cubic B-splines both
for the representation of f and for the construction of the scale-space); summarizing, we consider


3
3
∗ Bm
∗ c↑m2
[k]
(5)
Lt [k] = m2 b7 ∗ Bm
2
1
↓m2

where:
1
− k ∈ Z and t = m
m2 is a rational scale (m1 , m2 ∈ N)
− c [k] are the coeﬃcients of the signal when written in a cubic B-spline basis.
− b7 is the sampling of the B-spline of order 7, namely

1 397 151 397 1
1
1
, ,
,
,
, ,
, 0, ...
b7 = ..., 0,
5040 42 1680 315 1680 42 5040
3
Bm
is the discrete spline of order 3 dilated by a factor m,
If the scale t is an integer (m2 = 1), the spline scale-space can be computed
eﬃciently since 5 is simpliﬁed to


3
∗ c [k]
Lm1 [k] = b7 ∗ Bm
1

−

Once more, the multidimensional case is obtained using tensor products.
4. Discretization via Heat Equation
As we have seen, the Gaussian scale-space can be deﬁned as the solution
= ∇2 L(x, t). This suggests a discrete scale-space
of the heat equation ∂L(x,t)
∂t
based on the discretization of this equation instead of a direct discretization of
the convolution in the solution. In fact:
Theorem 4 The discrete heat equation
∂Lt [n]
= A ∗ Lt [n]
∂t

(6)

(where A is a multiple of the discrete Laplacian operator) defines the only
scale-space that is linear, symmetric, translation-invariant, has the semigroup
property and satisfies the maximum principle.
Therefore, A must have the formA = K [1, −2, 1] for one-dimensional scalespaces, while


c
1 − 2c
c
1
0≤c≤
Ac = K  1 − 2c −4 + 4c 1 − 2c 
2
c
1 − 2c
c
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for the two-dimensional case. It is not hard to see that A is a multiple of a
discrete approximation for the Laplacian operator.
Since the multiplicative constant K corresponds to a simple rescaling of the
t parameter, it is common to take K = h12 (where h is the distance between
grid points) or, more simply, to take K = 1. The c parameter, on the other
hand, cannot be determined without further constraints; note that c measures
somewhat the “importance” of the diagonals of the matrix A. It is common to
take c = 0 for the simplest discretization of the Laplacian, that has the advantage of satisfying the maximum principle even using 4-connectivity. However,
for a more “isotropic” Laplacian, we prefer c = 16 .
Whatever the choice of A is, we call it the infinitesimal generator of the
scale-space. Based on this continuous scale, discrete space equation, we can
come up with some other ideas for discrete scale-spaces.
4.1. First-order generator
We could apply a ﬁrst-order method in t to solve equation 6; for example,
in the 2D case, we take a small step ∆t and write
Lt+∆t [m, n] ≈ (δ + A∆t) ∗ Lt [m, n]
where δ is the discrete unitary impulse.
Lindeberg [3] suggests then a discrete scale space computed by powers of a
first-order generator δ + A∆t:
Lt0 +n∆t [m,n]≈(δ



−
−
−
−

+ A∆t) ∗ (δ + A∆t) ∗ · · · ∗ (δ + A∆t)∗Lt0 [m,n]


n times

Using the discrete 2D Laplacian above, it can be shown (like in [3]) that
δ + Ac ∆t is unimodal only for c ≤ 14 ;
δ + Ac ∆t it is separable only when c = ∆t
2 ;
The causality (maximum principle) is satisﬁed only if 0 ≤ c ≤ 14 .
δ + Ac ∆t has maximum “rotational symmetry” when c = 16 ([3], ch. 4).

4.2. Crossed Convolutions
While all the scale-spaces presented so far approximate the original Gaussian scale-space, none of them solve exactly equation 6, and therefore none of
them have all the properties that such solution would have. Moreover, it is
really not absolutely necessary to use ﬁrst-order approximations for equation
6: one can solve it explicitly. For example, in the 1D case,
∂Lt [n]
= [1, −2, 1] ∗ Lt [n]
∂t
L0 [n] = f [n]
can be explicitly solved using a Z-transform (see [2] or [3]). The solution is
Lt [n] = f ∗ Pt [n]
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where Pt [n] is a symmetric Poisson kernel 3 , that is,
Pt [n] = e−2t In (2t) = e−2t (· · · , I−n (2t) , · · · , I0 (2t) , · · · , In (2t) , · · ·)
where In (t) is the modiﬁed Bessel function4 of order n.
Note that this is the only 1D discrete scale-space with the properties of
linearity, invariance by translations, semigroup, symmetry and causality (given
by the maximum principle). Also, it is not hard to show that Pt [n] has variance
2t, the same variance of the Gaussian Gt (x). For these (and other) reasons, it
is common to call Pt [n] the discrete Gaussian distribution.
For 2D signals, we could just use tensor products. However, can we write
an explicit formula for the solution of the discrete heat equation for other
discretizations of the Laplacian? The answer is positive:
Theorem 5 The solution of the discrete 2D heat equation
∂Lt [m, n]
= Ac ∗ Lt [m, n]
∂t
L0 [m, n] = f [m, n]

(7)

can be written as
y
x+y
x−y
x
Lt [m, n] = P(1−2c)t
∗ P(1−2c)t
∗ Pct
∗ Pct
∗ f [m, n]

where
Pαx [m, n] = Pα [m] δ [n] ; Pαy [m, n] = Pα [n] δ [m]
Pαx+y [m, n] = Pα [m] δ [m − n] ; Pαx−y [m, n] = Pα [m] δ [m + n]
For example, Pαx is the symmetric Poisson kernel of variance 2α spread only
in the “x direction”, while Pαx+y is the same symmetric Poisson kernel but
this time spread only in the direction x = y (the 450 diagonal), with zeroes
elsewhere.
Proof: Let
gt (x, y) =

∞


Lt [j, k] xj y k

j,k=−∞

be the Z-transform of Lt . Then, from 7
∂gt (x,y)
.
∂t  = gt (x, y)
 



−1
−1
−1 −1
t c xy + xy + x y + x y
+ (1 − 2c) x + x−1 + y + y −1 − 4 + 4c
3 So called because it corresponds to the diﬀerence of two independent random variables
with the same Poisson distribution.
4 One convenient way to deﬁne the modiﬁed Bessel function is to look at the coeﬃ−1
α
α
1
cients of the expansion of e 2 (z+z ) in a Laurent power series in z, that is e 2 (z+ z ) =

∞
n
I (α) z . A subroutine for the calculation of modiﬁed Bessel functions can be
k=−∞ n
found in [7].
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We solve this and rearrange the terms conveniently:
−1
−1
−1 −1
−1
−1
gt (x, y) = et{c(xy+xy +x y+x y )+(1−2c)(x+x +y+y )−4+4c} g0 (x, y) =
y
1
1
x
1
= e(1−2c)t(x+ x −2) e(1−2c)t(y+ y −2) ect(xy+ xy −2) ect( y + x −2) g (x, y)

0

Now it is easy to see that each of the 4 exponentials is the Z-transform of one
of the symmetric Poisson kernels in the solution (just expand them in Laurent
power series and use the deﬁnition of the modiﬁed Bessel functions).
5. Comparative Analysis
In this section we make a comparative analysis between the discretization methods both qualitatively and quantitatively.
5.1. Theoretical Properties
The table below summarizes the properties of the considered scale-spaces
sampled Gaussian
recursive Gaussian
splines
ﬁrst-order generator
crossed convolutions

semigroup

causality

√
√

√
√

scale parameter in
R
R
Q
∆tZ
R

All these methods try to approximate the continuous Gaussian scale-space
in diﬀerent ways. Note that both the sampled gaussian method and the crossed
convolutions method incur in additional numerical errors by performing a kernel
cut-oﬀ to avoid inﬁnite supports; the ﬁrst-order generator method trades this
inﬁnite support by the approximation Lt+∆t [m, n] ≈ (δ + A·) ∗ Lt [m, n]; the
recursive gaussian method and the spline method approximate the Gaussian
kernel by other kernels that can be computed quicker.
5.2. Computational Efficiency
In the table below we show the algorithmic time and the runtime in seconds of
the calculation of each scale-space for the indicated variances. While these values were taken from a Pentium II 300MHz, they are a good basis of comparison
between diﬀerent algorithms. All of them show that calculation of scale-spaces
can be quite costly.

s. Gaussian
r. Gaussian
splines
1 ord. gen.
c. conv.

O(·)
8σN
16N
44N d
10σ 2 N
16σN

var=1.0
0.22
0.57 − 0.15
63.0
0.4
0.22 − 0.36

var=3.0
0.27
0.57 − 0.15
0.4
0.95
0.27 − 0.4

var=27.0
0.67
0.57 − 0.15
0.43
7.5
0.67 − 0.86

var=243.0
1.87
0.57 − 0.15
0.5
67.6
1.87 − 2.37
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The ﬁrst column indicates the number of multiplications for the calculation
of each convolution, where N is the number of pixels in the image, σ is the
standard deviation of the ﬁlter kernel and d is the denominator of the scale nd
in the spline case.
In particular, since spline scales are always rationals of the form nd =
√
√
3.variance, for the variances above we used scales 3 ≈ 173
100 , 3, 9 and 27.
Note the extreme inﬂuence of the denominator on the spline convolution running time.
For the recursive Gaussian, we show both the times for convolutions with
periodic extension and with zero extension; the times indicate that the initialization step takes longer than the recursion itself.
For the crossed convolutions, we display running times for c = 0 and c = 16 .
Note that, for c = 0, the times are the same as the sampled Gaussian times
(since there are only two convolutions to be performed in this case).
Note also that, since the ﬁrst-order generator method and the crossed convolutions method both have the semigroup property, we could calculate scalespaces for larger scales using previously calculated smaller scales – this reduces
running time for these algorithms when calculating several scales.
5.3. Numerical Precision
In the table below, we display the squared distance between images for several variances and pairs of methods (the image used in these comparisons was
Lenna’s image). Signal extensions are by mirroring across borders unless stated
otherwise.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Sampled Gaussian
Sampled Gaussian
Sampled Gaussian
Sampled Gaussian
Sampled Gaussian
Crossed Conv. (c = 0)
Crossed Conv. (c = 0)
Crossed Conv. (c = 0)
1st-Order Gen. (c = 16 )

Crossed Conv. (c = 0)
Crossed Conv. (c = 0)
Recursive Gaussian
Recursive Gaussian
Splines
Splines
1st-Order Gen. (c = 0)
1st-Order Gen. (c = 16 )
Crossed Conv. (c = 16 )

var
3, 0
27, 0
3, 0
27, 0
3, 0
27, 0
27, 0
27, 0
27, 0

dist
0, 115
0, 003
0, 00005
0, 00005
0, 100
0, 265
0, 0044
0, 0029
5, 074

We note that all scale-spaces calculated are very close to each other; in
particular, the recursive method is an incredible approximation of the sampled
Gaussian method. The only case in which two methods show some diﬀerence
is the crossed convolutions method and the ﬁrst-order generator method for
c = 16 .
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6. Final remarks
The comparative results in the previous section show that the crossed convolutions method is the only one that retains all the properties of the continuous
case. Since its computational cost is still acceptable, it is our personal favorite
scale-space.
On the other hand, the recursive Gaussian method gives close results with
a runtime that is independent of the chosen variance and should be kept handy
specially for large variances.
The spline method, while fast for some scales, does not seem to be appropriate for heavy sampling of scale-spaces; actually, any scale with high denominator greatly slows down the method.
The sampled Gaussian method, while presenting similar results to the others
and similar running times, seems to us to be overshadowed by the crossed
convolutions method, that has the same running times and several theoretical
properties in its favor.
First-order generators take longer and correspond only to a ﬁrst-order approximation of the solution of the discrete heat equation. Besides, its theoretical properties of causality and semigroup breakdown whenever we need scales
that are not multiples of the predeﬁned scale step.
Finally, we must note that all the convolutions could be computed using
Discrete Fourier Transforms (FFT algorithms); this might not only speed up all
algorithms but, in some cases, avoid numerical errors that come from truncating
the supports of the used kernels.
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